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 CR # Product Summary Description / How to Reproduce 

1. 1-7KJA4O inPURSUIT FBR Client Checking business in the FBR does not 

map to the RMS. 

In the incident Form - Vehicle section - Registered 

Owner, when you select Business and add the 

business name this should create a new master 

name record in the RMS with the name type 

selected as a business. 

2. 1-8PVTC8 inPURSUIT FBR Client FBR import to RMS issues with offenses 

linked to names 

When multiple offenses of the same offense code 

or multiple offenses of the same UCR code are 

reported in a single incident and linked to multiple 

victims the import is not keeping or making the 

connections to the correct victim\suspect.  If there 

are 2 assault charges with different weapons and 

victim 1 is linked to offense 1 and victim 2 is linked 

to offense 2 when the import comes in both victims 

are linked to the first offense, when the UCR codes 

are the same. 

3. 1-8PVTJ5 inPURSUIT FBR Client Associated offenses In FBR under suspect\victim sections, there is no 

way for the users to differentiate between offenses 

if there are multiples of the same 

charges\description.  There may be reports where 

there are multiple charges but the first charge is 

completed and the second charge is attempted on 

the same report with multiple victims or suspects.  

When you try to link the correct offense with the 

victim\suspect there is no way to tell which charge 

is which. 

4. 1-9686KV inPURSUIT FBR Client Validation error returned on hidden 

Height field in Victim section 

A validation error ('field height inches must be less 

than 12') is returned on a hidden height field under 

the Victim tab. When the Victim information was 

pulled back, the data went into a hidden field and 

subsequently would not validate. User had to delete 

victim and re-enter the information manually. 
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5. 1-97EODO inPURSUIT FBR Client FBR Incident Supplement Victim 

Involvement Issue 

When users submit an incident supplement with 

additional suspects and victims, the involvement 

number for victims does not follow the same 

sequence as the suspects. It gets renumbered as 1, 

2. Users are unable to pick all of the victims' names 

because the same number has been used. 

6. 1-9A9LBL inPURSUIT FBR Client Incident records with valid address do not 

appear to be valid in FBR 

When using the CAD Search in FBR to bring in a CFS 

with a valid location, the valid checkbox is not being 

checked. 

7. 1-99UJIK inPURSUIT FBR 

Server 

Code Sync issue Every time the code sync occurs, multiple message 

boxes can appear.  Need to be able to limit this 

warning to a single instance.  Ex. For every evidence 

item that is listed on the FBR form and has a 

category selected it gives me a pop-up window 

"Change Category" with text "If you change the 

category you item data will be lost. Do you wish to 

continue?" with a "Yes or No" option. I cannot do 

anything in the FBR until I clear all of the pop-up 

windows. This is a problem that it is happening and 

then with the sync being every 60 seconds I cannot 

complete anything on my form as I keep having to 

spend time clearing the pop-ups.    For Example: If I 

have five evidence items listed, four with 

categories, one without, I will get four pop-up 

windows. When I add a category to the fifth item, I 

get five pop-up windows.   It appears to be resetting 

the codes 

 


